For Date: 02/27/2020 - Thursday

20-4191  0104  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm  Town Owned Building

Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST
Narrative: Alarm for the electric eye in the pumproom.
Narrative: doors windows and bays check secure. Clear.

20-4192  0110  PARKING COMPLAINT  under control

Vicinity of: [WIL 157] ALLCOAT TECHNOLOGY INC. - EAMES ST
Vehicle: Reg: ME 2928368
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: TT unit parked here unattended.
Narrative: Operator sleeping in the truck. Making a delivery to Allcoat in the morning. Advised to have some lights on in the truck if hes parking on the side of the road. Clear.

20-4193  0157  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  under control

Vicinity of: [WIL 507] DUNKIN DONUTS - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BRO 2010 TOY OT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 25MD008 VIN: 4T1BF3EK9AU023625
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: 2 parties in the vehicle talking, they check ok.

20-4194  0300  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only

Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Property Check.
Narrative: Clear.

20-4195  0606  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Vehicle Towed

Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: BLK 2004 BUIC SE LESABR Reg: PC MA 87EE87 VIN: 1G4HR54K14U106663
Policy No:
Vehicule: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: MVC no injuries.
Narrative: Request for tow, unable to reach Forrest towing so A&S was contacted.
Narrative: Clear.

Refer To Accident: 20-64-AC

20-4196  0634  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Investigated

Vicinity of: WEST ST + LOWELL ST
Vehicle: SIL 2017 TOYOT LL RAV4 Reg: PC NH 4017669 VIN: 2T3BFREV6HW586632
Insurance Co: MET LIFE
Policy No:
Vehicle: GRY 2020 JEEP UT GRAND CHEROKEE Reg: PC MA 358160 VIN: 1C4RJFAG1LC240759
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No:
Narrative: MVC no injuries. Vehicles pulled into the dirt lot next to Mr. Ticket.

Narrative: Clear.

Refer To Accident: 20-65-AC

20-4197 0706 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: RMA - BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: Management reports 2 tt units in lot, blocking access to his parking area

Narrative: Trucks will be moved, employee of trucking company will put signs up to direct incoming trucks in the future, RMA management advised

20-4198 0741 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Location/Address: SUBWAY - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2018 TOYT 4D COROLLA Reg: PC NH 4544289 VIN: 2T1BURHE3JC026049
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing
Insurance Co: WHI 2017 GMC SIERRA Reg: PC MA 9536 VIN: 3GTU2PEJ5HG147380
Policy No:
Vehicle: PLYMOUTH ROCK ASSURANCE C

Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative: MVC no injuries pulled off in lot

Narrative: Tow requested, attempted to notify Forrest went to voicemail. A&S notified

Narrative: ***See Crash Report***

Refer To Accident: 20-66-AC

20-4200 0757 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Vicinity of: BUTTERSROW
Vehicle: BLK 2016 FORD EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 9RE975 VIN: 1FM5K8GT3GGA60026
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE DIRECT INSURA
Policy No:
Vehicle: RED 2009 TOYT YARIS Reg: PC MA 2XJE31 VIN: JTDKT903995237505
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: 2 car MVC no injuries reported

Narrative: Paperwork exchanged

Narrative: ***See Crash Report***

Refer To Accident: 20-67-AC

20-4201 0814 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2017 TOYT TACOMA Reg: CO MA 64850 VIN: 5TFRX5GN5X086264
Insurance Co: OLD REPUBLIC INSURANCE CO
Policy No: 
Vehicle: BLK 2005 DODG SE STRATU Reg: PC MA 8HS748 VIN: 1B3EL46T65N609613
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: 2 car MVC no injuries reported

Narrative: ***See Crash Report***

Refer To Accident: 20-68-AC

20-4208 1110 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: AVALON DR
Narrative: Quarantine lifted

20-4209 1207 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: CHURCH ST + ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: RED 2016 TOYT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 4450TY VIN: JTMJFREVX3J056379
Insurance Co: PREFERRED MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: Verbal speed

20-4210 1222 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Unfounded
Vicinity of: WEST ST
Narrative: Report of mattresses in road by line, Reading also notified to check area
Narrative: 33 reports road is clear

20-4211 1232 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Vehicle: GRY 2014 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 2XM579 VIN: 1G11C5SL9EF114656
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: 
Narrative: Citation expired inspection

20-4212 1234 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Narrative: Report of tree and wires down in area
Narrative: 31 reports Tewksbury on scene, issue on their side they will handle

20-4213 1244 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1108] UHAUL - MAIN ST
Narrative: ACO freed gopher from fence on property, with permission from UHaul management fence was cut

20-4214 1248 SERVE SUMMONS finish
Location/Address: WING RD
Narrative: Attempt to serve summons
Narrative: Unable to serve

20-4217  1340  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP   Summons
Vicinity of:  INDUSTRIAL WAY
Vehicle:  BLU 2013 HOND CP  Reg: PC NM 224WKS  VIN: 1HGCT1B75DA025837
Insurance Co:  
Policy No:  
Narrative:  
Summons issued for speed and unlicensed operation

Refer To Summons:  20-66-AR
Summons:  CIPRIANPEREZ, JOEL
Address:  143 BRUCE AVE  YONKERS, NY
Age:  29
Charges:  UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV
          SPEEDING RATE OF SPEED GREATER THAN WAS REASONABLE AND PROPER  c90 §17

20-4218  1359  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint   Could Not Locate
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + I93N/BR40 RAMP
Narrative:  caller reporting erratic operator

last seen in area of
Salem St heading towards i93. caller was no longer behind
vehicle and did not see if vehicle got onto i93 or continued
on.

Narrative:  32 clear, checked area, unable to locate.

20-4219  1423  Police Departmental Service  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  Checking mail

20-4221  1510  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Location/Address:  PRIOR TO EXIT 40 - I93NB HWY
Vehicle:  WHI 2018 CHEV EXPRES  Reg: CO MA T89446  VIN: 1GCZGGF63J1336639
Insurance Co:  
Policy No:  
Vehicle:  RED 2014 TOYT SE COR  Reg: PC MA 5PH541  VIN: 2T1BURHE1EC169653
Insurance Co:  
Policy No:  
Narrative:  2 car mvc with injuries FD to respond.

Narrative:  32- Clear FD to handle.

20-4223  1551  WIRES DOWN,ARCHING  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 780] AL PRIME - MAIN ST
Narrative:  low hanging wire in the parking lot

Narrative:  Store contacted and the clerk confirmed the wire was low,
and that it was an electrical wire.

Narrative:  Reading Light notified.

Narrative:  31- Clear wire will not be an issue.
20-4224 1627 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Vicinity of: ROTARY PARK - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Doors to the concession stand for the little league field were open, 31 able to secure them.

20-4225 1631 WIRES DOWN, ARCHING
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Narrative: Low hanging cable wires, 31 able to move them off to the side out of the way of traffic. They don't appear to be an issue.

20-4226 1640 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Vehicle: WHI 2019 KIA SE OPTIMA Reg: PC MA 0TY415 VIN: 5XXGT4L32KG351576
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: Written warning for stop sign violation.

20-4227 1648 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Vehicle: WHI 2013 CHEV SE IMPALA Reg: PC MA 27TD79 VIN: 2G1WS5E30D1248421
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative: Citation for stop sign violation.

20-4228 1653 DISABLED MV
Vicinity of: [WIL 1110] SALVATION ARMY - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2016 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 7FT811 VIN: 3FA6P0U5GR324497
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No:
Narrative:
Request for a DMV.

20-4229 1728 other Fire related call
Location/Address: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Rooftop unit #4, supply duct smoke detector- in test for approx 1 week.

20-4230 1736 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Location/Address: PARK ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 TOYOT SE AVALON Reg: PC MA 6SC511 VIN: 4T1BK1EBXGU237872
Insurance Co: UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBIL
Policy No:
Narrative: Citation for speed.

20-4231 1737 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Location/Address:
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
Citation/Warning Issued
written warning for marked lanes.

20-4232       1746   CITIZEN CONTACT
Vicinity of:   [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST
Vehicle:       GRY 2017 AUDI UT Q7 Reg: PC MA 298A70 VIN: WAIHAF76HD036936
Insurance Co:  THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:     Narrative:

31- Having a conversation with the RO of this vehicle, it is
a retired police vehicle and still has police markings on
it.

Narrative:
31- spoke to the RO of the vehicle and advised him to get
rid of the police markings to avoid any further conflict.

20-4236       1828   MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:   [WIL 966] THE CORNER STORE - SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle:       BLK 2013 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 7VG469 VIN: 1FM5K8AR9DGA89006
Insurance Co:  PROGRESSIVE DIRECT INSURA
Policy No:     Narrative:

written warning for stop sign violation.

20-4237       1837   ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: WOBURN ST + VERDUN RD
Vehicle:       RED 2002 HOND CRV Reg: PC MA 6SE738 VIN: SHSRD78422U011820
Insurance Co:  SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No:     Narrative:

basement door

Narrative:
31- Walked around the house, no issue. Spoke to the
homeowner

20-4238       1910   911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Vicinity of:   [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:

Accidental by nurse.

20-4239       1912   MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:   GLEN RD
Vehicle:       WHI 2017 TOYH HIGHL Reg: PC MA 9238WM VIN: 5TDLZRFEXHS516094
Insurance Co:  GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No:     Narrative:

Citation for right on red where prohibited.
20-4240  1936  Motor Vehicle Repossession  finish
Vicinity of:  BLK 2012 JEEP UT GRAND  Reg: PC MA 6FZ823  VIN: 1C4RJFCT3CC105275
Vehicle: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Insurance Co: Policy No: Narrative:
             Motor vehicle repossession.

20-4241  2015  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST + MASS AVE
Vehicle: BRO 1998 CHEV S10  Reg: PC MA 87K640  VIN: 1GCCS1440WK140038
Insurance Co: METROPOLITAN PROPERTY AND
Policy No: Narrative:
             Written warning for red light violation.

20-4242  2032  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Vicinity of:  UPTON DR
Vehicle: rear door
Insurance Co: Policy No: Narrative:
             Alarm company called back stating there has been a problem
             with the rear door alarm.
             32- Building checks secure, clear.

20-4244  2053  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  GRACE DR
Vehicle: BLK 2008 CHEV AVALAN  Reg: PC MA 8GF228  VIN: 3GNFK12Y18G175191
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative:
             31 flagged down by a party who stated that three vehicles
             drove through his neighborhood at a high rate of speed.
             Described as 1 red acura and 2 grat nissan sedans.
             31 checking Shawsheen elementary school.
             31- Checked the school area, no vehicles matching the
             description giving. 31 will remain in the area.
20-4251  2216  FOUND PROPERTY  Services Rendered

Vicinity of:  [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST

Narrative:
Paper work found at the golden ginger, Station officer attempting to call owner of paper work to see if he wants it.

Narrative:
Station officer spoke with owner of paperwork and he wished for paperwork to be shredded. Station officer shredded paperwork.